Abstract-Either guiding by the principle of fundamental rights in Constitution or driven by the innate characters of Civil Law, the Civil Law codification must consider the religion and minority issues. In fact, we are delight to see that substantial achievements of the religious legal person and religious property were gained. But it is not enough, when we took the systematic character of civil code and multitudes of facets to religious affairs into account. Meanwhile, the Legislative Affairs Committee of P.R.China has decided to boot up enactment of general principles as the leading part of civil legal codification. This part may involve legislative philosophy and fundamental rights effect and fundamental principles and resource of law and the civil subject system and civil juristic acts, even the personality law.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rule of law in religion have been lucubrated by numerous civil jurists who are willing to plead for the mass, plentiful and substantial achievements were gained.
Sun Xianzhong intensively studied the law systems of the religious legal person and religious property as early as 1990(Sun Xianzhong,1990 ） . In time of China's civil Code being compiled, issues of the religious legal person and religious property had gained wide attention. Lixin, 2015) . There were dichotomous classifications of legal system of religious legal person, either by social group or by financial group. Some jurists classified it by "profit organization/nonprofit organization" from functional aspect. Others suggested that the law systems of the religious legal person could be stated by a normal issue in Civil Law but should be legislated by a specific law from legislation aspect.
II. CODIFICATION OF CIVIL CODE AND RULE BY LAW OF RELIGIOUS AFFAIRS

A. Fundamental rights of religion must be upheld throughout the legal system
The Constitution and Civil Law are the basic law of civil life （Xie Hongfei, 2015）. Religious affairs involved law of education, employment, association, personality rights ， property ， contract and kinship. Thus, the rule of law in religion should be achieved by the corporation of public and private law under the rule of Constitution. The shortcoming of current dual administrative mode "Administration-Legal institution" of religious affairs could be overcome by innovation of the rule of law in religion-"broaden the application of Civil Law by switching from administration to govern "(Wang Liming, 2015) . Fundamental rights must be upheld throughout the legal system, especially considering no Constitution Law suit would be accepted by the courts in China. So the legislation of private law of the freedom of religion belief in Constitution, construction and protection of the legal system of the rule of law of religious legal person and religious property is of great importance to improve religion administration, desensitize religious affairs ， eliminate extremism in religious affairs, secularize religious affairs and promote the level of legalized management of religious affairs.
B. Civil code with the eyes of a mother looks religious affairs
Civil law cannot exclude the religious affairs by itself. "Wherever it is, the Civil Code is always considered as the core of legal system （ Alan Watson ， 2005 ） . And rightsstandard（Wang Zejian, 2009）, the innate characters of Civil Law as rights standard endowed itself an self-evident important role in legal system, Civil Code with the eyes of a mother (Montesquieu) won't ignore the rights and interests of religions. The essence of Civil Code as "General-special provisions" (Wang Liming, 2015) was predestined that the interplay between Civil Code and rule of law in religion should not be limited in religious legal person and religious property but should be considered in an architectural view (Cui Jianyuan, 2014) . The civil legal codification should face the history, future, citizen lives and national cultures, meanwhile maximize the benefits through meticulous technology and systemization. We hold Privatautonomie as the first value of civil code, and also must show respect for the traditional values such as morality, developing for the people, harmony （ Xie Hongfei, 2015 ） . Furthermore, the excellent ideals of traditional cultures and religions could pay the civil law back for making the rules strike roots in people's hearts （ Wang Liming, 2015 ） . Therefore, either guided by the principle of fundamental rights in Constitution or driven by the innate characters of Civil Law, the Civil Law codification must consider the religion and minority issues.
III. SPECIAL LAW OF CIVIL CODE AND RELIGIOUS AFFAIRS
A. Civil law and fundamental right of freedom in religious belief
Specifically, German scholars put forward different doctrines: the direct effect theory, the indirect effort theory and "duty to protect" when they talked about the relationship between fundamental rights and Civil Law（Canaris, 2013）. It's a positive fundamental issue in our law system. According to these different doctrines, Civil Law approaches to protect this fundamental right of freedom of religious belief will be significantly different.
B. Source of Civil Law and religion
The Swiss Civil Code Art.1: the law applies according to its wording or interpretation to all legal questions for which it contains a provision. In the absence of a provision, the court shall decide in accordance with customary law and, in the absence of customary law, in accordance with the rules that it would make as legislator. In doing so, the court shall follow established doctrine and case law (Li Min, 2015) . The Swiss Civil Code has confirmed three sources of law for the first time as established doctrine, customary law and case law. However, the relationships between canons, religious customs, ethnic customs and civil law, the principle of public order and good consideration required in-depth study.
C. Personality law and religion
Divergent views have existed as to the position of personality rights as an independent part in Civil Code or not (Long Weiqiu, 2012 Weiqiu, , 2013 . Most scholars have agreed to the legalization of personality rights in Civil Code in China, although opposite arguments are convincing (Yin Tian, 2015). However, the personality right is highly abstract and hard to clearly defined, it was fist emerged from Constitution and once been sidestepped in Civil Code. Right of freedom of religious belief was naturally intimate to personality right, such as abstractness, origins and complicacy. But the relationship between them needed to be considered carefully. For example, religious rights of reputation are more complicated than common (there are multitudes of experience and information that we should evaluate and utilize from Charlie Hebdo Event) (Mu Mingchun, 2015) . The relationship between religious halidom and personalized things also needed to be pondered.
D. Real right law and religion
In property right chapter, the rule of law of religious affairs may involve the following parts: the fact rights of things of religion, religious neighboring relations, and ecclesiastical property rules and so on. For instance, Myanmar's decision to suspend the construction of Chinese-backed Myitsone dam, and ignoring local belief was probably a factor in the Myitsone dam decision .
E. The legal acts and religion
The legal acts are subject to restrictions by fundamental right of freedom of religious belief. , 2015) ; or applying principle of public order and good custom and tort law to protect religious rights; or protecting religious rights by creating special provisions in part of personality rights law. According to the regulation "this law is formulated for the purpose of protecting the legitimate rights and interests of civil subjects" of article 1 in Tort Law of the People's Republic of China, some jurists considered this law as a law of remedy. Even the norm of this law, tort liability different from tort obligation, has manifested its role (Long Weiqiu, 2012). The religious rights and interests must be protected and coordinated with general principles, the property right and obligation of right between the future Civil Code and tort law. The abstract nature of Civil Code did not necessitate itself to specific respond to these affairs, we could create only general and necessary provisions for regulating by special laws and developing it in practice to build up Civil Law mode with different department civil laws. In one word, only Civil Code is not the department mode of civil law we need.
IV. CONCLUSION LEGISLATION OF GENERAL PROVISIONS OF CIVIL LAW IS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR RULE OF LAW IN RELIGION
The Legislative Affairs Committee of P.R. China has decided to boot up enactment of general principles as the leading part of civil legal codification. "General Principles of Civil Law" is the basis of establishment of civil code (Wang Liming, 2015) . Religious affairs may involve legislative philosophy and fundamental rights effect and fundamental principles and resource of law and the civil subject system and civil juristic acts. Furthermore, scholars have not come to an agreement on whether the personality right should be an independent part of civil code. But the personality right will be close to the general principles under any possible mode. Confined to the length of the thesis, we just discussed issues of legislative philosophy and fundamental rights.
A. Legislative philosophy and religion
Relationship among law, religion and morality is a classical and enduring topic (Roscoe Pound, 1924) . While law does not compel people to pursue some faith and virtues, it also does not prevent and restrict pursuit for faith and virtues. Furthermore, it is very important to prevent mankind against depravation by the mysterious hand of the legislator, and the legislator's virtue is of same importance. According to "religious prosociality hypothesis" (Ahmed, A. M. 2009), Social scientists and folk wisdom both claimed that there was an association between religiosity and prosocial behavior. The legislator should show their understanding and respect to religious affairs, facing up to positive effect of religion. Indeed well-ordered Chinese religious ecology may promote civil code melting into our national life. For example, culture of Buddhist religious disciplines and principle of public order and moral may complement each other (Ma Zhiguo，2010).
B. Fundamental right of freedom of religious belief
Article From the fact that freedom of religious belief involves education, employment, association, personality rights, property, contract, kinship and so on, we can conclude that the right must suffuse the civil law system. It is logical to protect the fundamental freedom of religious belief in Constitution by enact of private law in Civil Lay codification to implementation of freedom of religious belief. It is usually agreed that Pandekten System should be applied in civil law, protection of the fundamental right of freedom of religious belief by civilization approach means constituting the basic claim procedure of that right. At the same time, the fundamental right of freedom of religious belief of article 36 of Constitution of the People's Republic of China could be split into three aspects, the freedom of religious belief right, the equality of people choosing religious belief, the ability of free legal religious exercise. The approaches and effect of the three aspects of article 36 of constitution are different according to their characters.
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